PROSPECTUS 2018-2019

IN CONJUNCTION WITH

WELCOME
Nelson College London and NCL Tours are proud to announce the launch of the
NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre, an initiative set up for students and
businesses in London. Our objective is to create a space where students and
small to medium sized enterprises can benefit from Nelson College London and
its expertise.
Students and growing businesses alike will benefit from the Knowledge
Exchange Centre in a wide range of ways. We will be running around 1-2
workshops weekly for students, businesses and their employees to acquire new
technical skills and learning, along with giving them the opportunity to brush up
and improve existing skills. Details of the workshops we run, along with the
general structure can be found in this prospectus.
Additionally, attendees will have access to a wide range of services including
use of our meeting room, staff training, assessments and advertising for
vacancies.
While many of the services here will be offered free of charge, some may incur
costs. We will also be very grateful for any donations that you wish to make to the
NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre (NCL KEC), so that we can continue our
work and continue to develop this project.
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OUR AIM
The NCL Knowledge
Exchange Centre
operates under a set
of four core aims,
which we have
adopted to ensure
that the Ccentre is fit
for purpose and that
students and
businesses alike get
the most that they can
out of it.
These aims are as
follows:

1

Creating
awareness about
various
technological
development

The NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre will hold workshops throughout
the year that will teach attendees how to make the most out of recent
developments in technology to help their business excel. These will cover
a wide range of topics from social media marketing, right through to
using the latest applications in your day-to-day business.

2

Providing small
businesses with
the facilities that
they need

The NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre can provide growing businesses
with the facilities that they may need to help them carry out their
day-to-day tasks. We can provide access to computers, meeting rooms,
training, market research, support with finding the best candidate and
more.

Providing
tailor-made IT
solutions

NCL KEC provides your business with tailor-made IT systems and
software that can help you to improve your day-to-day productivity,
along with extensive training to get you confident in using them.

Empowering
students with
industry
knowledge and
experience

NCLKEC strives to provide students with hands-on experience within
their chosen industry and to give them the opportunity to network with
professionals in order to enhance their study and increase their
employability.

3
4

Creating awareness of various
technological developments
We aim to create awareness of the latest technological developments by offering a
range of workshops that cover different areas, which vary in level of difficulty and
specialism. To find out about the workshops we have on offer, turn to page 12 and 13.

Workshop styles
With the speed of change in the industry and customer demands, a greater knowledge
of exchange facility and tools is needed to provide a higher level of customer service
for your clients − and keep them coming back for more.
The workshops at NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre offer a wide range of options to
enable attendees to develop and gain skills, along with the opportunity to share their
experiences with others.
Classroom-based training
Providing the highest level of functional knowledge, classroom training offers learners
the ability to interact face-to-face with our expert tutors.
Online Learning
With availability online 24/7, these tutorials offers the flexibility of learning at a time
and place convenient for the learner.
Recorded demonstrations
These online videos provide users with an overview of selected NCL KEC services.
Customised workshops
We understand that businesses will have specific requirements from time to time. NCL
KEC is able to offer customized training workshops, which can be delivered at Gants
Hill training centre.
If you require a customized workshop, please fill in the form located at the back of this
prospectus and return it to us.

4
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Providing small businesses with the
facilities that they need
While we offer many services to support students, we are also offering to support local
businesses and startups based in and around London. We offer a wide range of
services for the benefit of small-to-medium enterprises so that they can grow and
develop.
To achieve a high level of productivity in your business, it is important to ensure your
team has the right level of knowledge. It is therefore important to regularly conduct
knowledge exchanges with other business or our experts to identify possible gaps and
specific training requirements.
Here are many of the tools and services that we have on offer to support local
businesses:

Meeting Room
Many new and small businesses have no meeting
room and cannot find anywhere convenient or
conducive to holding productive meetings. We
will allow small local businesses to borrow our
meeting room, FREE of charge. While this facility
will be free, we will accept any generous
donations.

Train your staff with us
You may send your staff to train with us to develop
skills in order for them to be the best that they can
be. They can participate in any of our workshops
for FREE of charge. Again, you may give us a
donation if you wish.
For more details of these workshops, turn to page
12.

6
Advertising Panel
as your
You may need to hire more people
help you
business continues to expand. We can
erienced
to advertise vacancies through our exp
FREE of
advertising panel. This service is offered
es that are
charge. However, any outside expens
incurred must be covered by you.

Let us interview your
candidates
We can interview your candidates on your
behalf. Using our staff who have a wide range
of skills and experience, they will be able to
accurately assess your potential employee's
core skills, which can include English, maths
and IT. This service has a small cost.

Employee Management Systems
We can provide a range of systems to help you better manage
your employees. We can develop and provide you with
solutions to track your employees’ attendance and general
performance, along with generating contracts and other
employee-related documents. This service also has a small
cost.
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Providing tailor-made IT solutions
If you need an IT-based solution to help increase the productivity of your business, as
well as its profile, come to the NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre and we will provide
you with a solution to fit your business plan, along with any training you may need.
On these pages, you will see a selection of the various IT solutions that we provide here
at the NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre. These solutions will cover a wide range of
aspects of running your business from administrating your website to forming and
maintaining relationships with your customers, right through to managing and tracking
your employees and their progress.
If you require any such solutions, please get in touch with us.

Human Resource
Management
We can provide tools that will allow you to
manage your employees, no matter how large or
small the team is. We can provide a solution that
allows you to manage holidays, salaries,
expenses, attendance and much more in one
place.

Content Management
Systems
If you want to have a dynamic website that you can
upload your own content too and enrich with features
such as a blog or news feed, you can come to us and
we will provide you with a Content Management
System (CMS) that will power your website and allow
you to make the changes as and when you need - no
coding required!

Customer
Relationship
Management

If you are looking for a more efficient way of
tracking all your sales with customers, we can
provide you with a CRM solution that will allow you
to keep records of all your customers and track your
progress to making conversions.

$

Functional Skills
Assessment
If you want to assess a prospective candidate’s
skills, knowledge or competence in order to
see if they are fit for the job, we can provide
solutions that will help them to test this. This
could be anything from basic English and
Math’s testing through to more specialist skills.

Point of Sale
If your business involves customer-facing
sales, we can provide you with inexpensive
solutions to help you conduct sales and
manage stock. These solutions just require a
tablet and no other hardware needs to be
purchased.
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Empowering students with industry
knowledge and experience
Through getting involved with the NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre, students gain
access to a fantastic range of facilities that provide a wide range of benefits that will
help them to be prepared for entering the job market with confidence.

Gain confidence
in technology
In today’s world, it is very important for job seekers
to have a working understanding of technology
such as computers and mobile phones. At NCL
KEC, we will run workshops and tutorials to ensure
that students are confident in the basics and that
they can transfer these skills to embark on more
advanced projects

24/7 access to
learning materials
We can provide tools that will allow you to
manage your employees, no matter how large or
small the team is. We can provide a solution that
allows you to manage holidays, salaries,
expenses, attendance and much more in one
place.

Understanding of
the real world
Through the hands-on practical experience
that we will provide, coupled with a shared
environment between both students and
employers, students that take advantage of
the NCL KEC will develop an understanding
of what is going on in the world around them,
as well as the job market

Develop industry-specific
skills and knowledge
Many of our staff come from different
career backgrounds and will be able to
help you to develop the skills and
knowledge that will help you to excel in
your chosen career path. Additionally,
many of our workshops tap into specific
industries, such as travel and tourism.

Inform and enhance
your study
The NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre has
many long-term career benefits; however, the
facilities at the NCL KEC also have several
short-term benefits that will help you with your
study.
The experience you gain will help you to
produce more well-rounded and impressive
work as part of your course.

Meet your next employer?
As the NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre is a place
set up for the benefit of both students and small
businesses, this means that you will have the
opportunity to meet and network with people from
companies in your chosen industry. If you seize the
opportunity to showcase your skills or display your
enthusiasm to learn, you could gain work after you
have completed the study.
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List of Workshops
Workshop Name

Type

Restaurant Show - the best of the hospitality industry

Field Trip

Food Matters - learn about the future of food, drink and sustainable nutrition

Field Trip

Brooklands Museum - Birthplace of British motorplace and aviation

Field Trip

New Road Hotel E1 - visit the latest branded boutique Hotel in East London

Field Trip

Everything you need to know about London City Airport

Field Trip

Denbies Winery - visit England's largest single estate vineyard

Field Trip

Contract Catering & Purchasing Workshop

Workshop

Plan your business strategies with Dr Muzafa

Workshop

Aspects of Performace Indicator Workshop

Workshop

Workshop on obstacles and issues in Hospitality Industry

Workshop

Workshop on VLE for Students

Wordshop

Improve on your academic writing

Wordshop

Brush up on your customer service

Wordshop

Microsoft Office basics workshop

Wordshop

Workshop on Amadeus Hotel Reservation

Workshop

Workshop on Travel Front Office (Penguin)

Wordshop

Workshop on Travel Back Office (Penguin)

Wordshop

Workshop on Interview Skills

Wordshop

Oyster & Seafood Festivil, Eden Project & Come Dine with Me

Field Trip

Bake off Competition 2018

Field Trip

Great Hospitality Show 2019

Field Trip

Cook Away Competition 2019

Field Trip

Get inside the heart of Florence, a Taste of Italy

Field Trip

The Restaurant Show in Dubai

Field Trip

Present food for the street market of Cyprus

Field Trip

Online Marketing Fundamentals

Workplacement

Email Marketing Basics

Workplacement

Lead Generation for Samll Business

Workplacement

Website Design for Small Business

Workplacement

Social Media Marketing

Workplacement

Tour Operations Basics

Workplacement

12
Course Subject

Place

Emerging Trends in Hospitality

OLYMPIA Exhibition Centre

6

All Hospitality Students

Royal Victoria Dock

6

Business Strategy

Weybridge KT13 0SL

6

Business Strategy

Whitechapel, London E1 1HJ

6

Business & Hospitality

Hartmann Rd, London E16 2PX

6

BA Topup Hospitality & Business

London Rd, Dorking RH5 6AA

6

All Students

Gants Hill Classroom

3

All Business Students

Gants Hill Classroom

3

All Business Students

Gants Hill Classroom

3

All Hospitality Students

Gants Hill Classroom

3

All Students

Gants Hill/Ilford Classroom

3

All Students

Gants Hill/Ilford Classroom

3

All Students

Gants Hill/Ilford Classroom

3

All Students

Gants Hill/Ilford Classroom

3

All Students

Gants Hill/Ilford Classroom

6

All Students

Gants Hill/Ilford Classroom

3

All Students

Gants Hill/Ilford Classroom

3

All Students

Gants Hill/Ilford Classroom

3

All Students

Cornwall, TR11 3QY

12

All Students

Cheltenham, UK

12

All Students

Birmingham, UK

6

All Students

Manchester, UK

6

All Students

50134 Florence, Italy

18

All Students

Dubai Marina, 32923 - Dubai

18

All Students

Cyprus

18

All Students

NCL Tours Office

160

All Students

NCL Tours Office

80

All Students

NCL Tours Office

160

All Students

NCL Tours Office

160

All Students

NCL Tours Office

160

All Students

NCL Tours Office

160

Hours Covered

VLE &

Essentials courses for
Students, Teachers and
Academic Staff
The
Virtual
Learning
Environment (VLE) and Turnitin
are two of the most
fundamental pieces of software
you will use at Nelson College
London.
We will be running workshops
for students, teachers and staff
to make sure everyone knows
the essentials. Make sure you
book your place on one of
these workshops and ensure a
smooth learning experience.

To book this workshop and view
dates and times, please visit this link:
www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk
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ONLINE
MARKETING
The Fundamentals

Come to our workshop and learn how to promote your business effectively online
and develop a targeted marketing strategy to engage potential customers

This Course Covers

ONLINE
ANALYTICS

SOCIAL
MEDIA
MARKETING

SEARCH
ENGINE
OPTIMISATION

EMAIL
MARKETING

To book this workshop and view dates and times, please visit
this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk

14

Real-time Customer Activity

Woopra is
designed to track
your new and
unidentified
website and
mobile app users
from their first
touch.

15

Join this workshop
on Woopra and
you will get a
complete picture of
the full lifecycle for
every user, starting
with their very first
touch.

To book this workshop and view dates and times, please visit
this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk

Tour Operations

THE BASICS

If you’re looking to build your career
within the travel industry, then our
workshop on these three core forms of
licencing within the industry is essential.
Attend our workshop and learn about
these three forms of
licencing: ATOL, IATA and ABTA

To book this workshop and view
dates and times, please visit this link:
www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk

16

KEEN TO GET
INTO THE TRAVEL
INDUSTRY?
TRAVEL & TOURISM
BASIC
Attend our
workshop on
Amadeus, one
of the standard
software
packages of the
travel industry

17

To book this workshop and view dates and times, please
visit this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk

Come to our workshop
and learn several of
the packages of the
Microsoft Office Suite,
along with many tricks
and techniques to help
you produce work to
the highest standard.

for Students

To book this workshop and view dates and times, please
To book
thisthis
workshop
and view dates and times, please
visit
link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk
visit this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk
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Designing your business
website
Are you looking to set up your own business?
Do you already run your own business?

Then you will need to establish an online presence.
Come to our workshop to find out all you need to know
about building a website, from design through to
development.

19

To book this workshop and view dates and times, please
visit this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk

Windows
10
The Basic for students
Are you anxious about having to use a
computer for your studies?

Understanding Windows will help you through your
studies and improve your career prospects.
To book this workshop and view dates and times, please
visit this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk
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Looking to start a new
company and trying
to build a network of
customers?

Attend our workshop
on Lead Generation to
receive tips and learn
skills for generating
customers and
building your
company

21

To book this workshop and view dates and times, please
visit this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk

Understanding Financial
Statements
Do financial statements puzzle you?
Come along to our workshop to gain a
better understanding when it comes to
reading financial statements so you can
manage your company’s finances with
greater ease.

To book this workshop and view dates and times, please
visit this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk
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Filling in a

Self Assessment
Are you self-employed or do you own a limited company?
You will need to know how to fill in your tax returns.

Come along to our workshop and learn how to fill in
your self-assesment so that in future, sorting our your
taxes will be less taxing!
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To book this workshop and view dates and times, please
visit this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk

PMS
HOTEL
SOFTWARE

To book this workshop and view
dates and times, please visit this link:
www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk
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Learn how to carry out market research and pick up methods
that have proven to work when attracting customers to your
product or service.
Learning to do effective Market Research will prove to be a
great asset for both your study and your future career.
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To book this workshop and view dates and times, please
visit this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk

If you are looking for more
effective means of connecting with
your customers, come along to....

You will receive some great tips for promoting your
business or product across Facebook, Twitter,
Linkedin, Instagram and more.

To book this workshop and view dates and times, please
visit this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk
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Customer Service
Make sure you
are ready to
enter the
workplace by
learning the
importance of
great
customer
service.

To book this workshop and view dates and times, please
visit this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk
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Learn techniques
that will help you to
improve your
customer service
skills, both over the
phone and
face-to-face.

Looking for your
dream job?
Come to this workshop and we will help you with
Writing a CV and Cover Letter

To book this workshop and view dates and times, please
visit this link: www.kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk
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Contact us
The NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre is located on the third
floor of Commercial House in Gants Hill, North East London. The
offices are easily accessible using London Underground or
London buses.
NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre
3rd Floor, Commercial House
406-410 Eastern Avenue
Gants Hill
London
IG2 6NQ
Feel free to email us at contact@nclkec.co.uk

Directions
Gants Hill Station
The NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre is a 2-minute walk from
Gants Hill tube station. Gants Hill is located on the Hainault Loop of
the Central Line.
Turn left out of the main part of the station and continue through the
subway. Take the exit on your left and you will find yourself on
Eastern Avenue. Our office is located at Commercial House which is
located on the left-hand side, just before Burger King.
London Bus Routes
Bus Routes 66, 123, 150, 179, 296, 369 and 462 run through Gants
Hill and the nearest bus stops are CE, CP, EB, and ET.
Accommodation
If you require a place to stay while in London, you can book a hotel
through NCL Tours. Their website is www.ncltours.co.uk and their
phone number is 0208 900 1624.
Additionally, here are some hotels close to the vicinity of the NCL
Knowledge Exchange Centre:
Premier Inn Ilford: Redbridge Lane East, Ilford, Essex IG4 5BG
http://www.premierinn.com/en/hotel/ILFRED/london-ilford
Lonsdale Lodge: 2B Lonsdale Road, Wanstead, London, E11
2PH
http://www.lonsdalelodge.com/
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CUSTOMISED
WORKSHOP

Request for Customised Workshop
delivered at Gants Hill training centre.
company address or send a scanned copy to our email address, both of which are listed on
page 29.
Company Name
Contact Person
Contact Person’s Phone Number
Contact Person’s Email Address

CUT ALONG THE DASHED LINE

Company Address

Company Website (if applicable)
Total Number of employees at the
company
Number of employees attending
training at NCL KEC
Type of Business
Preferred date(s) for training
What sort of training will you
require?
Do you have any other requirements?

Please note:
date(s) for training either by email or by phone. If your requested dates are not available,
we will provide you with a list of available dates to choose from.

CUT ALONG THE DASHED LINE

NCL Knowledge Exchange Centre
3rd Floor, Commercial House
406-410 Eastern Avenue
Gants Hill
London
IG2 6NQ
for more visit

kec.nelsoncollege.ac.uk
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